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erasures are at the traversing edges. Smith and Vishwanath [6]
considered an erasure network without broadcast, where the
interference is modeled as a linear finite field sum of incoming
signals that are not erased. In both [5] and [6], if the destination
node has perfect knowledge of the state information, they
showed that the capacity is given by the cut-set bound.
In this paper, we consider a deterministic network in which
the observation at each node is a function of the incoming
signals and a random state. The channel state affecting the
relay and destination nodes is assumed to be perfectly known
at the destinations. We give an achievable rate for this class
of networks, and show that the associated coding scheme
achieves the capacity for the case in which the relay and
destination nodes receive a linear function of the incoming
signals and the state over a finite field. This result generalizes
the work of Dana et al. and the work of Smith and Vishwanath
on linear erasure networks to handle both interference and
broadcast. As for deterministic networks, our result generalizes
the work of Avestimehr, Diggavi, and Tse on the deterministic
networks to deterministic state-dependent networks.

Abstract-Motivated by fading channels and erasure channels,
the problem of reliable communication over deterministic relay
networks is studied, in which relay nodes receive a function of
the incoming signals and a random network state. An achievable
rate is characterized for the case in which destination nodes have
full knowledge of the state information. If the relay nodes receive
a linear function of the incoming signals and the state in a finite
field, then the achievable rate is shown to be optimal, meeting
the cut-set upper bound on the capacity. This result generalizes
on a unified framework the work of Avestimehr, Diggavi, and
Tse on the deterministic networks with state dependency, the
work of Dana, Gowaikar, Palanki, Hassibi, and Effros on linear
erasure networks with interference, and the work of Smith and
Vishwanath on linear erasure networks with broadcast.
I. INTRODUCTION

In their celebrated paper [1] that opened the field of network
coding, Ahlswede et al. found the multicast capacity of
wireline networks. For wireless networks, however, there are
some new challenges for reliable communication compared
to the wireline network. Among them are broadcast and
interference, and there has been some work that deals with
these two features. In [2], the multicast capacity was shown for
networks that have deterministic channels with broadcast, but
without interference at the receivers. Deterministic networks
were further studied in [3] to incorporate interference at the
receiving nodes, where the capacity for linear finite field
networks was found. These rather simple models were shown
to give good insights in solving real-world network problems.
For example in [4], Avestimehr et al. were able to approximately characterize the capacity of Gaussian relay networks
within some constant gap using a similar approach used for
deterministic networks. Although previous models consider
broadcast and interference, they did not explicitly consider
another important feature in wireless communications. The
wireless medium in real-world communications suffer fading,
which in tum cause severe degradation of the transmitted
signal. Although the deterministic model can be a good
abstraction in understanding broadcast and interference, it does
not fully capture the effect of fading in wireless networks. In
this sense, the erasure network in which transmitted symbols
get erased at random provides a simple model that captures
the fading characteristics. In [5], Dana et al. considered the
erasure networks with broadcast and no interference, where the
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II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND PRELIMINARIES

In the following we will give useful definitions for later use.
Upper case letters denote random variables (e.g., X, Y, S) and
lower case letters represent scalars (e.g., x, y, s). Calligraphic
letters (e.g., A) denote sets and the cardinality of the set
is denoted by IAI. Subscripts are used to specify node and
time indicies. For example, Xu and Xu,i denotes the signal
sent at node u and the signal sent at node u at time i,
respectively. To represent a sequence of random variables we
use the notation X;: == Xv,l,"" Xv,n. We will frequently
use random variables subscripted by sets to denote the set
of random variables indexed with elements in the set. For
example, XA == {X a : a E A} and X:A == {X~ : a E A}.
We consider a network g == (V, £) where V and E are the
set of nodes and directed edges, respectively. Without loss of
generality, we let V == {I, ... , IVI} and index the source node
with 1. We use V and R == V - ({I} UV) to denote the set of
destination nodes and relay nodes respectively. The network
has one channel input Xu E Xu associated with each node
u E V, where Xu is the alphabet of Xu. This incorporates the
36
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broadcast nature of the network. Each node v E V observes

2

u

(I)

where the input neighbors N v of v is defined as N v =
{u : (u,v) E E}. The random variable S is a random
state affecting nodes, which is independent of the source
message. The state sequence is memory less and stationary with
p(sn) = TI ~=l p(Si). We assume that each destination d E V
has side information of the state sequence. The source node
wishes to send a common message m E [2nR] £. {I , . . . , 2nR }
to all destination nodes.
A (2nR , n) code consists of a source encoding function
cPl' relay encoding functions cPv,i , v E V - ({I} U V),
i E {I , . .. , n}, and decoding functions 'l/Jd, d E V, where

cPl

d

3
Fig. I. Example of an erasure network. Su ,v are erasures events for links
(u,v ) E E.

the channel, and the deterministic nature of the channel given

S.

: [2nR] ----; Xr ,

Remark 1: The cut-set bound is given by (2) whether we
assume that the relay nodes have state information or not,
as long as the state information at the relays are causal (i.e.,
Xv,i = cPv ,i ( y~- l ,Si )) and destination nodes have the state
information.
As our main result we state the following theorem .
Theorem 1: For the multicast relay network g = (V , E) in
(1), if all destination nodes in V have side information of the
state, then the capacity C of the network is lower bounded by

cPv ,i : y~-l ----; Xv, i E {l, ... , n} ,v E R,
'l/Jd : Yd: x s" ----; [2nR ], d E V
where M is uniformly distributed over [2nR]. The probability
of error is defined by
p~n)

= Pr{'l/Jd(ydn ,Sn)

-=I- M for some d E V} .

A rate R is said to be achievable if there exist a sequence of
(2nR , n) codes with pi n) ----; 0 as n ----; 00 .
For each d E V, a cut Ud C V is a subset of nodes such
that 1 E Ud and d E U;j. We will omit the destination index
when it is clear from the context. We define a boundary of
a cut as 8(U) = {u : (u ,v) E E,u E U, V E U C} and the
boundary of a complement of a cut as 8(U C ) = {v : (u, v) E

C >
-

We say that a node v is in layer l if all directed paths
from the source to v has l hops. Let L be the longest distance
from the source node to any node. We say that a network is
layered with L layers if every node in V belong to some layer
l E {O, ... , L}. The set of nodes in layer l is denoted by VI.
Without loss of generality we will assume that Vo = {l}.
For a random variable X "" p(x) , the set T E(n ) of e-typical
n-sequences x n is defined [7] as
£. [ z" : 17r(alx n )

-

p(a) 1::::: <5 . p(a) , Va E X}

where 7r(a lxn ) is the relative frequency of the symbol a in
the sequence z" .
III. MAI N RES ULT

A. General state dependent networks
Given a class of relay networks as defined in (1), the
multicast capacity C is upper bounded by

C < max min min H(Yue IX uc , S) .
-

p (x v ) d ED Ud

d

d

minminH(YucIXu c,S) .
d

d

(3)

The proof of this theorem will be given in Sections IV and V.
Remark 2: Theorem 1 includes the special case of unicast
networks if 1'01 = 1.
Example 1 ([5, Theorem I)): Consider a network with output symbols Y v = {Yu,v : u E N v }, where Yu,v is
the observation at node v through the edge (u,v ). Thus,
the receiving nodes receives a separate output for each link
connected to the node , i.e., has no interference. Let the output
random variables take values from Y = X U {e}, where the
symbol e is the erasure symbol. Each channel output Yu,v is
given by the transmitted signal Xu with probability 1 - Eu,v
or an erasure symbol e with probability Eu,v. Let Su ,v,i be a
random variable indicating erasure occurrence across channel
(u ,v ) E E at time i. If an erasure occurs on link (u ,v ) E E
at time i, the value of Su,v,i will be one, otherwise zero. Let
S" = {S;;v : u E N v } . 1f the destination nodes have the
S " sequence as side information, this channel falls into the
channel model described in Section II since the output at each
relay is a function of the incoming signals and S", It can
be shown that the cut-set bound is achieved by the uniform
product distribution. Hence, the capacity of this channel is
given by (3) with equality.

e,« E U ,V E UC}.

TE(n )

max

ll i Ev p( Xi) d ED Ud

B. Linear fin ite field fading networks

(2)

Consider a finite field (GF(q)) network in which each node

The upper bound is from the cut-set bound [8, Theorem
15.10.1] by treating the state information as additional outputs
to the destinations, and using the fact that the state sequences
are independent of the message, the memoryless property of

v E V observes
(4)
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where Y v, Xu, U E N«. Su,v, U E N«. are in GF(q). If we
assume that Su,v, 'v'( U, v) E E is known at the destination
nodes, this channel falls into the class of channels in Section
II.
Let Yue and Xu be vectors of observations in 8(UC) and
input signals in 8(U), respectively. These are of observations
and input signals of nodes that have an edge passing through
the cut. We define a transfer matrix of an arbitrary cut U as
G u such that it satisfies Yue == GuXu.
Thus, the random matrix G u consists of zeros when there
is no connection between the nodes and Su,v if U E 8(U) and
v E 8(UC). The column index represents the sending node
index in 8(U) and row index represents the receiving node
index in 8(U C ) . For the example in Figure 1, we have the
expression

[ ~:] [

"-v--"

'__

~

v

I

n{(XVI

"-v---"

TE(n)} ;

The decoding is a typicality check over an intersection of
disjoint sets. Recall that from (5) and (6), as message mj
traverses through the network, the message is being affected
by a different state at each layer. Therefore, we require that
all inputs and outputs of that layer and a state (corresponding
to the specific block time) are uniquely jointly typical.

IV. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 FOR LAYERED NETWORKS
We begin by showing the achievabililty of Theorem 1 for
layered networks with V == {d}. The multicast network is a
simple extension of the single destination network and will be
treated later.
We use a block Markov encoding scheme in which we
divide the message minto K parts mk, k E {I, ... , K}. We
code in K + L - 1 blocks of length n. Message tru; takes
values from [2 n R ] for all k and the overall rate is given by
(K~f-1) which approaches R as K ---t 00.
We will use two types of indexing for the inputs, outputs,
and state. We will use sn(j) to denote the state sequence when
message mj is being sent at the source node. For the set of
observations and input sequences at layer l carrying message
mj, we will use the notation

:v

E

From the encoding we can see that there is a l block delay
at layer l, l == {I, ... , L }. When the source sends message
mj, the relays in layer 1 send XVI (mj-1), the relays in layer
2 send x V2(mj-2) and so on. Accordingly, when the source
sends the jth block, received observation sequence of node
v E Vz is a function of xNv (mj-Z-1) and sn(j), which gives
(5). Table I shows the coding strategy for a simple diamond
network given in Figure 2.

Proof: Proof is omitted due to space limitations.
•
Remark 3: For the special case of S E {O, I}, Theorem
2 includes the capacity result for linear finite field erasure
networks with broadcast and interference.

+ l))

+ l))

otherwise an error is declared.

u,

YVl (mj) ~ {Y~(XNv (mj), sn(j

(mj), YVI+l (mj), sn(j

z=o

Xu

== min min E[rank(Gud)] logq.
dED

This will be explained in more detail

£-1

for the cut U == {I, 2}.
Theorem 2: The multicast capacity of the linear finite field
fading network (4) is

C

+ l).

Codebook generation: Fix p(x u ) for all U E V - {d}.
Randomly and independently generate 2n R sequences xl(m),
m E [2 n R ] , each according to rr~=l p(X1,i). For each U E V{I}, randomly and independently generate x~ (Y~) sequences
for each Y~ E Y:;:, according to rr~=l P(Xu,i).
Encoding: To send message mj, j E {I, ... , K}, the
encoder sends Xl(mj), while at each layer l, node v E Vz
sends x~(y;J(mj-z)),
Decoding: When the destination receives Yd(m j ), it also has
{sn(l), ... , sn(j + L)} from previous observations. Assuming
the previous blocks were decoded with arbitrarily small error,
the receiver declares that a message was sent if it is a unique
index mj E [2 n R ] such that

]. [~~ ]

Gu

Yue

functions of sn(j
in the following.

E

Vz}

Before dealing with arbitrarily large networks, we will
first give a proof for a simple diamond network. Consider
a diamond network depicted in Fig. 2 at the top of the next
page. The relay nodes {a, b} in layer 1 receives Y a , Yb which
are deterministic functions of Xl and S. The destination node
in layer 2 observes Yd, which is a deterministic function of
X a , Xi; and S. Without loss of generality, we will assume
that mj == 1 was sent, and show the decoding and probability
of error analysis for the jth block. We will omit the message
index for simplicity. There are two types of error events:

Eo ~ (Ai n Ab)C and E 1 ~

U (Ar n A;n)
m#l

(5)

where

and

Ar ~ {(Xf(m), yan(m) , Yt(m), sn(j)) E TE(n)},

(6)
and

respectively. For example, (5) denotes the set of observation
sequences of the nodes in layer l when mj is received. Due to
the layered structure of the network and the coding strategy,
which will be explained in the following, the observation
sequences corresponding to the jth message at layer l are

Ar ~ {(X;:(m), Xr:(m), y n(l), sn(j + 1))
d

E

TE(n)} .

For the first error event, we have P (Eo) ---t 0 as n ---t 00 by
the law of large numbers. We will decompose E 1 into four
38
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TABLE I
CODING STRATEGY OF THE DETERMINISTIC DIAMOND NETWORK WITH STATE IN FIG. 2

Block index
j
j+l
j+2

Layer 1 observes

Layer 0
y~(mj, sn(j))

xr(mj)
Xr(mj+l)
Xr(mj+2)

+ 1))
y~(mj+2, sn(j + 2))
y~(mj+l, sn(j

Layer 1 transmits

Yb'(mj, sn(j))
Yb' (mj + 1, S n (j
Yb'(mj+2, sn(j

x~(mj-l)

+ 1))
+ 2))

Xr;(mj-l)
xb'(mj)
Xr;(mj+l)

x~(mj)

x~(mj+l)

Layer 2 observes

State

Yd:(mj-l, sn(j))
Yd:(mj, sn(j + 1))
Yd:(mj+l, sn(j + 2))

sn(j)
sn(j + 1)
sn(j + 2)

disjoint events. Let

B g ~ {YQ(m)

-I YQ(l), YQc(m) == YQc(l)}

where Q ~ {a, b} and QC == {a, b} - Q. We have four such
events since {a, b} has four subsets. Then the probability of
E, is given by

U (Ar n A 2 )}

P(E l ) ==P {

mil

::; L

p{Ar n A 2 }

(7)

mil

==

L L
m#l

Fig. 2.

P {Ar n A 2 n B g}

Q~{a,b}

where in (7) we have used the union bound and (8) is from
the fact that Brg are partitions that cover the whole set. Thus,
we have decomposed E, into four disjoint events. The event
Al n Bfa} implies

{(Xf(m), yan(m), Yt(l), sn(j)) E TE(n)}
and A 2

n Bfa}

which concludes the proof for the diamond network.
We now move on to the proof of Theorem 1 for general
layered networks. We will show the proof for decoding message mj, and define similar events as in the diamond network
to lead us through the proof. As before, we omit the message
index for simplicity. Let

(9)

implies

{(X;:(m), Xb'(l), y dn(l), sn(j

+ 1)) E TE(n)}

Al ~ { (XVI (m), YVz +

(10)

p{Ar n A 2 n Bfa}}

==

.v,.v, IS)-3E)2- n(I(XaiYd IXb,S)-3E)

Assuming m

Eo ~

where in the last step we have used the Markov structure of
the network. Similar to the previous steps, we can bound the
other events by

P{A m
n Am
n tr:
}<
1
2
{b} m
m
P{A n Am n B } <
1

2

¢

-

==

(11)

2- n(H(Yb,YdIS,Xb)-6E)

2-n(H(Ya'YdIS,Xa)-6E)

2-n(H(Ya'YbIS,Xa,Xb)-6E)

,

.

Combining (8), (11), (12), (13), and (14), we get P(E l
as n ~ 00 if

E

TE(n)} .

(16)

1 was sent, we have two sources of error:

n

£- 1
(

At

)C

and E l ~

U nAi·
£-1

mil l=O

(13)

U 71 AI}
1

P(E l )
2- n(H(YdIS)-3E)

+ l))

The error event P(Eo) ~ 0 as n ~ 00. As we did in the
diamond network case we will decompose the error event E l
with each Brg, Q ~ R. The probability of E l is given by

and

m }<
P{A m
n Am
n B {a,b}
1
2
-

(m), sn(j

l=O

(12)

,

1

Notice that we are abusing notation for the destination observation in (16). For AT-I' YVL (m) should be ydn, which is
the given observation at the destination and is not tested for
typicality.

since Xr:(m) == xr:(ybn(m)). Since (9) and (10) are independent events, we have

::; 2- n(I(X 1

Deterministic diamond network with state.

(8)

mil l=O

(14)
) ~

==P {

n1 AI}
L L {Ln1

::; L P {L

0

m#l

==
(15)

l=O

P

mil

Q~'R

Al n B'Q}

(17)

l=O

where the inequality is due to the union bound and the last
step is due to partitioning the events. The event Ai n Brg
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implies

network, we can achieve

{ (X QI (m), X Q1 (1), YQI + 1 (m), YQ1+ 1 (1), Sn(j

+ l))

E

1
R<r

l~(n)}

where Qz == Vz n Q and Qf == Vz - Qz. Then,

{n

1

p

IT

Ai n B Q} <

z=o

z=o

II
z=o

2

- n (H (YQc

l+l

IXQc,S)-3E)
l

•

(18)

(T

From (17) and (18) we get

L L II
m#1

Q~'R

" ""
== "
L....J
L....J

2-n(H(YQ1+lIXQI,S)-3E)

2-nI:.t-.-;/(H(YQc

-

l+l

l

2nR2-nI:.t~[/(H(YQc
IXQc,S)-3E)
l+l
l

L

- 1) minH(Yuc/Xuc, S) ::; H(YucIXuc, S)
u

(20)

(21)

since the right hand side corresponds to taking the minimum
over only steady cuts (subset of all possible cuts). Combining
(20) with (21) we have

IXQc,S)-3E)

1

lim -T

Q~'R

==

+N

mlnH(Yuc/Xuc, S) ::; TminH(YucIXuc, S),
u
u

z=o

m#1Q~'R

L....J
< ""

(19)

where N == 2Iv l- 2 . We also have for any distribution,

£-1

P(E1 ) -<;

mlnH(YucIXuc,S)
u

where U is a cut in the unfolded network. We normalize
the right hand side by T since the network gives at most T
duplicate paths of the original network. Using Lemma 6.2 in
[3] (by including a state random variable in the conditional
entropies) we have the relation

2-n(I(XQI;YQI+llxQI,S)-3E)

£-1

==

max

IliEv p(Xi)

T----+oo

2nR2-n(H(YucIXuc,S)-E')

mlnH(YucIXuc,S)

max

IlvEv p(x v

::;

)

IlvEv p(x v

Q~'R

U

min H(Yuc IXuc, S).

max
)

u

Finally, with the relations (19) and (21), we can show that rates
arbitrary close to the right hand side of (3) are achievable for
sufficiently large T.

where E' == 3LE and UC == {Qc, d} which gives a cut in the
network. Thus, P(E1 ) ~ 0 as n ~ 00 if

R < minH(Yuc/Xuc, S) - E',
u
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Remark 4: Consider a semi-deterministic layered network

9 == (V, £) where each node

v E V - {d} observes Yv ==
fv(XNv ' Yd) and the final destination gets Yd r-;» p(Yd/XNd),
i.e., a stochastic output. Using the coding scheme above we
can show that all rates R that satisfies
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U

are achievable for unicast.
For the multicast scenario we declare an error if any of
the nodes in V makes an error. Using the union bound and
the same line of proof as in Section IV for each d E V, we
can show that the probability of error is arbitrarily small for
sufficiently large n if

R<

max

minminH(Yu~IXu~,S).

IliEv p(Xi) dETJ

V.

u;

ARBITRARY NETWORKS

For extending the layered network result to arbitrary networks we use the same line of proof as done in [3] that unfolds
9 into a time-extended network. We will just give an outline
of the proof. For more details on unfolding g, we refer to
[3] due to space limitations. Given an arbitrary network g,
we unfold the original network over T stages to get a layered
network Q. Using the coding scheme for the unfolded layered
40

